Opposing Viewpoints is a comprehensive social issues database providing pro/con viewpoint articles, reference information, statistics, journal and newspaper articles, images, and web links. Access it by logging in to Campus Connect and then clicking on the Library tab. At the Online Library start screen click on Search and Find and then Articles. The link to Opposing Viewpoints is located in the Articles section under Gale Databases. It can also be accessed through the A-Z List.

SEARCH SCREEN – use either the search box or the Issues tab

1. Type keywords or phrases in search box.
   a. Use keywords only, not words like a, is, those, but, if, them, etc.

2. Two or more keywords or phrases need to be connected by either AND, OR, or NOT.
   a. **AND** locates articles that contain all of the keywords or phrases.
      ---ex.: school and uniforms (results contain both words)
   b. **OR** locates articles containing any one of the keywords or phrases.
      ---ex.: school or uniforms (results contain either word)
   c. **NOT** eliminates articles containing certain keywords or phrases.
      ---ex.: school not uniforms (results contain school but not uniforms)
RESULT LIST SCREEN
1. Expert picks are shown first
2. Results are also grouped by categories found at the bottom of the page; clicking on a linked article brings up that article or you may click the “view all” for all articles in the chosen category.

ARTICLE SCREEN
Use Tools to select print or e-mail